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About This Game

Who would have thought that an old family mirror from London would open a portal to an incredible chess kingdom? Set off on
an exciting adventure through the looking glass alongside famous characters from Lewis Carroll’s world-renowned fairytale.

Assemble patchwork mosaics and help Alice become the queen of the world beyond the looking glass!

Alice’s Patchwork 2 is a game of mosaic puzzles made of 6 different materials: wood, cloth, glass, paper, precious stones and
metal. Assemble patchwork puzzles and guess the picture: a garden with talking flowers, a crazy tea party, cards come to life,
the riddles of Humpty Dumpty, a duel between the Lion and the Unicorn, the intrigues of the Red Queen, a meeting with the

White Rabbit… What other wonders await you in these 6 worlds? Put together all the mosaics and help Alice transform from a
pawn into a queen!

Travel through a fairytale land in the company of your favorite heroes in Alice’s Patchwork 2!

- 120 unique puzzles patchwork mosaics
- 6 locations and 6 different materials

- A plot familiar from childhood.
- Special quests and 18 trophies for the real pros

- More than 10 hours of gameplay with beautiful calming and cheerful music
- Entertaining gameplay for players of all ages

- Use bonuses and earn new ranks
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alice's patchwork 2. alice's patchwork 2 free download

This is much like Alice's Patchworks 1 except that it is a bit more Alice Through The Lookingglass.

It helps to know that these are Patchwork Quits, not images. One set is wood, next is cloth then paper and so on. I love the
textures and they add a great deal to my pleasure in the game. So anyone who enjoys things like that should enjoy this game.

There are only a few peices show at the side at a time and this seems to be a problem for some people. On the other hand there
are terrible reviews of other puzzle game with all the peices on the side and it is impossible to sort them out. This decision seems
balenced with a 3 ACHIVEMENTS for using the HINT button.

About getting ALL the achivements - I did get them all in Alice 1 on CASUAL, because I enjoyed the game enough to play
through a couple of times. Anyhow not many people seem to really care about getting them all for most games.

Another point is that this is a game girls enjoy and I've bought extra copies to send as gifts to granddaughters.

No violence, no gore, no fighting - just beautiful clever puzzles in a well thought out game.. Great game!. Alice’s Patchwork 2 is
a game of mosaic puzzles made of 6 different materials: wood, cloth, glass, paper, precious stones and metal. Assemble
patchwork puzzles and guess the picture: a garden with talking flowers, a crazy tea party, cards come to life, the riddles of
Humpty Dumpty, a duel between the Lion and the Unicorn, the intrigues of the Red Queen, a meeting with the White Rabbit…
What other wonders await you in these 6 worlds? Put together all the mosaics and help Alice transform from a pawn into a
queen. 0.5M and 1M coin achievement again? Really?. As for the first one, it's original, beautiful and relaxing.. Alice's
Patchwork 2 is very similar to the first part of the series.
There are 120 levels in total. Every of them contains a very nicely prepared jigsaw picture. I admire the work of the graphic
designer, because once again they made a great job here.

This game, however, is way way better balanced than the first one. Time challenges are finally possible to be done. Still,
unfortunately, there are 2 achievements which are clearly only grindable. Or you can use the same trick as in the Alice's
Patchwork, described in community's guides.

If you played Alice's Patchwork and you expect some new mechanics or something like that, you might be disappointed. The
2nd doesn't bring anything new to gameplay. But if you enjoyed the jigsaws themselves in the previous part, you will like this
one for sure.

As for me, it was again a great relaxing game.. https://youtu.be/jj04H6i_v-s

A direct sequel that adds nothing to the puzzle construction formula. The limited access to pieces and UX inconsistencies
continue to plague this series.
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relaxing game
+ lots of levels
+ easy. The best game in my life <3. Good game but can be a bit grinding at times.. Enjoyed this game very much... in relaxed
mode.. i like it
gameplay+. Same deal as the first.

You build mosaic puzzles to unlock more puzzles to build.

Not challenging, colorful, good for early ages.

The real question is: did it really need a second installment?. A simple puzzle game with Alice in Wonderland as the theme.
Achievements unlock as you gain coins through completing the puzzles.. Would recommend this game to anyone who loves
jigsaw puzzles. Loads of puzzles and very relaxing. My only pet peeve is that a few of the achievements require some immense
grinding which I feel is not required.. Loved the first one, love this one and I'm already pre-loving the third one if it ever comes
out.
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